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Abstract—Phase-change random access memory (PRAM) chip cell phase of amorphous state is rapidly changed to crystal state above 160 Celsius degree within several seconds during Infrared (IR) reflow. Thus, on-board programming method is considered for PRAM chip programming. We demonstrated the functional 512Mb PRAM with 90nm technology using several novel core circuits, such as metal-2 line based global row decoding scheme, PN-diode cells based BL discharge (BLDIS) scheme, and PMOS switch based column decoding scheme. The reverse-state standby current of each PRAM cell is near 10 pA range. The total leak current of 512Mb PRAM chip in standby mode on discharging state can be more than 5 mA. Thus in the proposed BL DIS control, all bitlines (BLs) are in floating state in standby mode, then in active mode, the activated BLs are discharged to low level in the early timing of the active period by the short pulse BL DIS control timing operation. In the conventional sense amplifier, the simultaneous switching activation timing operation invokes the large coupling noise between the VSAREF node and the inner amplification nodes of the sense amplifiers. The coupling noise at VSAREF degrades the sensing voltage margin of the conventional sense amplifier. The merit of the proposed sense amplifier is almost removing the coupling noise at VSAREF from sharing with other sense amplifiers.

Index Terms—PRAM, NVRAM, FeRAM, MRAM, GST (Ge2Sb2Te5), SET, RESET, GBL, GXDEC, BL discharge (BLDIS)

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) delivers the high speed and provides the non-volatility. Thus, NVRAM can be used as working memory in equipment previously using, for example, DRAM or SRAM due to fast write and read time. There are various types of the promising candidates for future NVRAM, including FeRAM [1], MRAM, and phase-change random access memory (PRAM) [2,3]. The first commercialized FeRAM have been maturing an increasing variety of applications in RFID tags, smart cards, automotive electronics, industrial equipment, information processing systems, and more. PRAM and MRAM can find applications in mobile phones and consumer electronics as an alternative NOR Flash memory. PRAM is similar to the technology used in CDs and DVDs. In a PRAM, an electrical current heats a chalcogenide GST (Ge2Sb2Te5) film into melting state and quenches with different heat-sink speeds resulting in either a low resistance crystalline (SET) state through slow heat sink or a high resistance amorphous (RESET) state through fast heat sink. This allows the two states to be read as logic ‘0’ (SET) or logic ‘1’ (RESET).

The access element of PRAM cell can be consisted of a select MOS type transistor, BJT or PN diode to the storage element serially connected thereto as shown in Table 1.

The logic value stored in the PRAM cell is evaluated by the current sense amplifiers. Typically, the current sense amplifier includes a comparator receiving the bitline (BL) current sensing voltage and a suitable reference
Table 1. Comparison characteristics of the various PRAM cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PN diode cell</th>
<th>BJT cell</th>
<th>MOS cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell size</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current drivability</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write voltage</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing speed</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation current</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby current</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell efficiency</td>
<td>&lt;40%</td>
<td>&lt;40%</td>
<td>&lt;40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major target</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>MeDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance</td>
<td>1E6</td>
<td>1E6</td>
<td>1E11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The on-PCB programming method is considered for PRAM chip programming.

II. CHIP DESIGN SCHEME AND MEASURED RESULTS

We have prepared and analyzed test chip of 512Mb PRAM for the pre-evaluation of core circuit properties. The core architecture of one bank structure is composed of 32Mb PRAM cell array. Unit cell with wordline (WL) and BL pitch of 216 nm was designed and fabricated by 90nm CMOS technology. Thin gate oxide is employed for low voltage circuit devices of 1.8 V in the peripheral region. On the other hand, thick gate oxide is employed for highly boosted pumping voltage circuit devices of 3 V, 4 V, and 5.5 V. Three leveled aluminum interconnection layers are used for core memory and peripheral blocks. Metal 1, 2, and 3 are used for BL, WL, and global BL (GBL), respectively. The phase change material is used with GST (Ge2Sb2Te5). The vertical PN-diode switch cells are prepared on heavily doped N+ active base, while stacked metal contacts from N+ active base are formed for strapping with the shunting metal-2 WL at every 8-cells string. The ring-type and pillar-type bottom electrode contact (BEC) is formed with contact size of around 40 nm. The GST-BEC shape constructed as T-shape structure gave typical reset current value of 1 mA per cell. The electrical cell parameters of I-V characteristics of PN-diode PRAM cell are shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. The IR reflow temperature dependence of PRAM cell.](image1)

![Fig. 2. I-V characteristics of PN-diode PRAM cell.](image2)
The snap-back voltage on the reset-state cell is around 2.5 V, which is sufficient for BL bias voltage of 1.8 V-2.0 V in cell current sensing. In general, the cell efficiency of 512Mb PRAM is less than 40%, due to large core circuit layout burden from the large cell write current. In this 90 nm CMOS technology, the cell write current for one bit cell is around 1.0 mA, which requires high current drivability in column and row decoding circuits. By the way, the power VPP voltage at write driver (WD) is about 5.5 V. WD voltage is dropped gradually from 5.5 V to ground voltage during going the write route of GBL, column switch, BL, GST, PN-diode, WL, and row decoder. Thus, switching device size on column and row decoder should be large enough for minimizing voltage drop at write current path. That prevents increasing the cell efficiency in high density PRAM chip. Thus, there are much needs for novel core architecture improving cell efficiency. The column decoding scheme of PRAM is similar to that of NOR flash, in which column switch is composed of NMOS transistor as shown in Fig. 3.

In the novel core architecture, column switch is composed of PMOS transistor, smaller than NMOS switch. In a cell array, BL charge should be discharged to prevent voltage increasing over snap-back voltage during active or standby mode by the reverse biased leakage current between WL of 4.0 V and floated BL. In conventional scheme, accumulated BL charge by leakage current is discharged by bitline discharge (BLDIS) NMOS switch. In the novel core architecture, BLDIS devices are composed of PN-diode cells, from which the core circuit layout size is decreased by 5%. The details of novel core circuits are shown in Fig. 4.

In cell array, N+ active node of 8-bit cell string is shunted with the metal-2 WL via metal contacts. Row decoder control signal line of GXDEC is used with metal-2 line, same level to WL. To avoid from adding additional metal line layer of GXDEC, one of WLS is used for GXDEC line by opening the shunting contact connection between WL to N+ active node, which make the GXDEC line free from cell. One WL of BLDIS cells is used for BLDIS switch. Current characteristics and BLDIS control of BLDIS cell are shown in Fig. 5. The reverse-state standby current of each PRAM cell is near 10 pA range. The total leak current of 512Mb PRAM chip in standby mode on discharging state can be more than 5 mA. Thus in the proposed BLDIS control, all BLs are in floating state in standby mode, then in active mode, the activated BLs are discharged to low level in the early timing of the active period by the short pulse BLDIS control timing operation.

Fig. 3. Core block diagram of column decoder and bitline discharge (BLDIS) scheme.

Fig. 4. Detailed circuits of PRAM cell array and decoder switch scheme.
decoding circuit layout size. By the way, compared with same NMOS switch size, PMOS switch has more high current drivability at VPP write condition. Thus, PMOS switch is more efficient than NMOS switch for column switch in write mode, and the current sensing operation in read mode can be worked well on current sensing voltage of 1.8 V - 2.0 V. Sensing voltage generating circuit and operation timing diagram is shown in Fig. 7. SAI voltage is the input sensing voltage signal from the cell sensing current. Read bias voltage for cell sensing current at MBL is targeted by adding the threshold voltage 1.2 V of PN diode and the half snapback voltage 0.6 V - 0.8 V of GST storage layer.

Sensing amplifier circuit and operation timing diagram is shown in Fig. 8. The reference voltage of VSAREF is shared with other sense amplifiers. In the conventional sense amplifier, the simultaneous switching activation timing operation invokes the large coupling noise between the VSAREF node and the inner amplification nodes of the sense amplifiers. The coupling noise at VSAREF degrades the sensing voltage margin of the conventional sense amplifier. The merit of the proposed sense amplifier is almost removing the coupling noise at VSAREF from sharing with other sense amplifiers.

The initial manufactured state of PRAM cell is in the condition of SET state with low GST resistance of less than 2k Ohm. During BLDIS operation, because of low discharge current level, BLDIS cells never reversely switch to the RESET state, so that the SET reliability of BLDIS cell is guaranteed. The column decoder switch characteristics of NMOS and PMOS devices are compared as shown in Fig. 6.

NMOS column switch devices, because of low current drivability at WD VPP voltage, which increases the column
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**Fig. 5.** Current characteristics and BLDIS control of BLDIS cell.
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**Fig. 6.** Operation characteristics of column decoder PMOS switch.
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**Fig. 7.** Sensing voltage generating circuit and operation timing diagram.
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**Fig. 8.** Sensing amplifier circuit and operation timing diagram.
The test chip photo of 512Mb PRAM for evaluation of novel core circuit scheme is designed and evaluated as shown in Fig. 9.

**III. CONCLUSIONS**

Column switch is composed of PMOS transistor, smaller than NMOS switch. BLDIS devices are composed of PN-diode cells, from which the core circuit layout size is decreased by 5%. All BLs are in floating state in standby mode, then in active mode, the activated BLs are discharged to low level in the early timing of the active period by the short pulse BLDIS control timing operation. Row decoder control signal line of GXDEC is used with metal-2 line, same level to WL. Read bias voltage at MBL is targeted by adding the threshold voltage 1.2 V of PN diode and the half snapback voltage 0.6 V – 0.8 V of GST storage layer. The merit of the proposed sense amplifier is removing the coupling noise at VSAREF from sharing with other sense amplifiers.
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